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 “Barnz” of Serta Salt Lake  submitted a nice tool tip write up that he developed some systematic steps for 
helping to clear reports and logs from files in the OHMWeb  version of OHM’s application.  We decide not 
to publish due to the level of steps required and being on the side of caution for this to be done randomly by 
clients. However, it is a great point and OHM R&D has already recognized the need to develop a more user 
friendly method to the log and report file clean up. This is slated with R&D for the next enhancement release 
to our middleware WADE. Barnz has noted OHM may share his updates with any OHM client that requests 
a copy.  Thank you Barnz! Keep sending in your thoughts, ideas, suggestions and tips! 
 
 

Getting on and off Track!     Destination OHM Clients!  
 Discussion of a new courtesy visit to all clients will be discussed at the May user group meeting. Our goal is 
to offer courtesy stops to all WES clients either once a year or every 18 months. The purpose is to visit with 
our clients and the users at each location, to continue to learn and meet the needs of our clients and the day 
to day users. Prior to the trip we will have a list of any items from you be it business and/or technical that 
you wish to address and we will make sure that any level of OHM personnel on the trip or not will be 
available during that visit to assist with addressing your list. 
 

  
LAST CALL ………… 
 
……..OHM team members will be at ISPA Trade Show next week. The Show is from the 12th through the 
15th of March at the Baltimore Convention center in Maryland.  OHM’s booth number is 1428 and we look 
forward to seeing many of our OHM clients! Our booth phone contact number is 513.328.8036. 
 
 
 
 
73 days and counting…. OHM MAY USER GROUP MEETING………Calling all clients 
 
           This meeting is for you and about you. Be there to see what is now and coming.  
            Be part of your investments growth to the next technology leap! 
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